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Abstract
This paper presents an approach for the modeling and analysis of resource allocation for business processes. It enables the automatic computation of measures
for precisely identifying and optimizing the allocation of resources in business
processes, including resource usage over time. The proposed analysis, especially
suited to support decision-making strategies, is illustrated with a case study of
a parcel ordering and delivery by drones that is developed throughout the paper.
The paper comprises an encoding of a signiﬁcant and expressive subset of the
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) in rewriting logic, an executable
logic of concurrent change that can naturally deal with state and with concurrent
computations. The encoding is by itself a formal semantics and interpreter of the
BPMN subset that captures all concurrent behavior and thus is used to simulate
the concurrent evolution of any business process with a given number of resources
and replicas.
Key words: Business processes, BPMN, resource allocation, rewriting logic,
executable speciﬁcation, automated veriﬁcation, Maude.
1. Introduction
Business process optimization is a strategic activity in organizations because
of its potential to increase proﬁt margins and reduce operational costs. One of
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the main challenges in this activity is concerned with the problem of optimizing allocation and sharing of resources. This is a key question because having a
clear answer on how resources are used can help in identifying availability, detect bottlenecks, and improve sharing in order to make processes more eﬃcient.
However, analyzing resource usage in business processes is far from being an easy
task. First, there is the need for a formal model expressive enough to capture the
semantics of processes. Second, resources have to be included in the formal model
supporting multiple concurrent executions of a process. Last, automatic veriﬁcation is required to compute certain metrics and properties of interest (e.g., resource
charge, resource occupancy, or usage percentage of each resource replica) on hundreds and even thousands of simulations of a process with its resources.
This paper presents a formal executable model for business processes with
resource allocation and automatic veriﬁcation techniques for analyzing resource
usage. The formal model relies on an encoding of a subset of the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) in rewriting logic [22]. This speciﬁcation is
executable in Maude [9], and supports the concurrent execution of a process with
diﬀerent types of resources and with multiple replicas on any given workload. The
veriﬁcation techniques use Maude’s rewriting tools for evaluating expected values
of any numerical or path expression in the executable model. The Maude speciﬁcation supports BPMN activity and collaboration diagrams, four types of gateways, quantitative aspects (such as times associated to ﬂows and tasks, as well
as probabilities associated to branching behaviour), loops, resource description,
and unbalanced processes (which are workﬂows without a strict correspondence
between split and merge gateways).
The overall idea, from a veriﬁcation viewpoint, is that multiple concurrent executions of a process compete for the shared resources. With the help of Maude,
this approach enables the automatic analysis of how resource usage evolves over
time when varying the workload and the amount of resources. This analysis is
performed on design models, without the need of an implementation of the system running on real resources. All that is needed is the BPMN speciﬁcation of
the process workﬂow completed with expert information on the operation of the
system. The usefulness of this kind of analysis is illustrated with several experiments on real-world processes, conﬁrming that the approach can help in detecting resource usage problems, thus ultimately leading to the improvement of the
business process by optimizing its resource allocation. In particular, the experiments presented in this paper identify, e.g., low-level occupancy of resources and
undesirable patterns of resource usage, such as sequential dependencies and bottlenecks provoked by some highly used resources that may induce performance
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fall-downs. Furthermore, a recommender system is proposed to ﬁnd an optimal
assignment of resources following Monte Carlo simulations of the business process.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are:
(i) a formal semantics captured by an encoding in rewriting logic of a significant subset of BPMN, including activity and collaboration diagrams, four
types of gateways, unbalanced workﬂows, loops, resource description, and
concurrent process execution;
(ii) automated formal analysis of resource allocation properties (e.g., accumulated time of occupancy for resources) performed at design time and a recommender system computing the optimal assignment of resources;
(iii) the evaluation of the approach on a workbench of real-world BPMN processes.
An early version of this paper has been published in [12] and has been significantly extended here as follows:
(i) a version of BPMN with explicit description of resources is considered;
(ii) the Maude encoding has been extended to support resources and the multiple execution of a process (tokens, workload, scheduling) required for simulating the evolution of resource usage over time;
(iii) several properties of interest regarding average execution time and resource
occupancy, that can be analysed using the proposed framework, have been
identiﬁed;
(iv) the approach has been applied to several case studies for validation purposes; and
(v) the introduction, related work section, and conclusion have been fully revised, by taking the aforementioned extensions and improvements into account.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the main
features of BPMN. Section 3 brieﬂy presents rewriting logic and explains the
encoding of the considered subset of BPMN. Section 4 presents how resource
analysis is achieved using Maude’s rewriting-based tools. This section also describes several experiments and illustrates how the automatic veriﬁcation can help
in improving process deﬁnitions. Section 5 surveys related work and Section 6
concludes the paper.
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Figure 1: Supported BPMN syntax.

2. Business Process Model and Notation
BPMN 2.0 (BPMN, as a shorthand, in the rest of this manuscript) was published as an ISO/IEC standard [17] in 2013 and is nowadays extensively used for
modeling business processes. In this paper, two main kinds of BPMN diagrams
are considered, namely, activity and collaboration diagrams. In particular, the focus is on the BPMN elements related to control-ﬂow modeling and behavioral
aspects that can be represented in BPMN constructs. Beyond those constructs,
resource description and allocation are also considered, for which an automated
analysis method is proposed.
Figure 1 summarizes the BPMN constructs supported in this work. These elements are used to develop activity and collaboration diagrams of process models.
In addition to the description of speciﬁc tasks and their sequencing, collaboration
diagrams also involve pools and lanes, which are structuring elements that split
processes into pieces.
Speciﬁcally, the node types event, task, and gateway, and the edge type sequence ﬂow are considered. Start and end events are used, respectively, to initialize and terminate processes. A task represents an atomic activity that has exactly
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one incoming and one outgoing ﬂow. A task may have a duration (expressed as
a stochastic expression) and may produce an event message. A sequence ﬂow
describes two nodes executed one after the other, i.e., by imposing an execution
order with possible delays. The timing information associated to tasks and ﬂows
(durations or delays) is described either as a literal value (a non-negative real
number, possibly 0) or sampled from a probability distribution function according
to some meaningful parameters. The probability distribution functions currently
available include exponential, normal/Gauss, and uniform (see, e.g., [34]).
Gateways are used to control the divergence and convergence of the execution
ﬂow. Four types of gateways are considered: exclusive, inclusive, parallel, and
event-based. Gateways with one incoming branch and multiple outgoing branches
are called splits, e.g., split inclusive gateway. Gateways with one outgoing branch
and multiple incoming branches are called merges, e.g., merge parallel gateway.
An exclusive gateway chooses one out of a set of mutually exclusive alternative
incoming or outgoing branches. For an inclusive gateway, any positive number of
branches among all its incoming or outgoing branches may be taken (both BPMN
1.0 and 2.0 semantics for inclusive gateways are supported). A parallel gateway
creates concurrent ﬂows for all its outgoing branches or synchronizes concurrent
ﬂows for all its incoming branches; event-based gateway takes one of its outgoing
branches or accepts one of its incoming branches based on events. Event-based
split gateways may have a default branch ﬁred by a timeout.
Data-based conditions for split gateways are modeled using probabilities associated to outgoing ﬂows of exclusive and inclusive split gateways. The probabilities of the outgoing ﬂows in an exclusive split must sum up to 1, while each
outgoing ﬂow in an inclusive split can be equipped with a probability between 0
and 1 without a restriction on their total sum. Workﬂows with looping behavior
are supported, as well as unbalanced workﬂows.
Each lane in a collaboration diagram corresponds to a speciﬁc role or to a speciﬁc resource. Collaboration diagrams are also often used for modeling distributed
systems and, in that sense, they heavily rely on message events and event-based
gateways. Once completed, a task may generate a message with a ﬂow in another
lane as target. An event-based split gateway is triggered whenever a message is
available from one of its outgoing ﬂows or when its timer event has completed.
Instead of implicitly associating resources to lanes, resources are explicitly
deﬁned at the task level. A task that requires resources can include, as part of its
speciﬁcation, the number of required instances (or replicas) of a resource. Indeed,
several tasks could compete for the same resources. Furthermore, since multiple
instances of a same process may be executed concurrently, diﬀerent instances may
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also access and thus compete for the shared resources. Section 3 presents how the
number of available resources can be speciﬁed and Section 4 how the optimal
number of resources can be computed.
The execution semantics of BPMN is informally described in oﬃcial documents such as [28, 17]. Although the focus here is on the provided analysis techniques, this work also gives a formal semantics to BPMN with time and resources.
Last but not least, in this paper, BPMN processes are assumed to be syntactically
correct. This can be enforced using existing works and tools, e.g., [15], the Activiti BPM platform, Bonita BPM, or the Eclipse BPMN Designer.
Running example. To introduce and illustrate the use of these elements and
the approach presented in this paper, Figure 2 presents a process describing a
parcel ordering and delivery by drones. This BPMN process is presented as a collaboration diagram consisting of three lanes, one for the client, one for the order
management and one for the delivery process. In this example, the client ﬁrst signs
in and then repeatedly looks for products. Eventually, the client can decide to give
up (termination) or to make an order by submitting it to the order management
lane. The client then waits for a response (acceptance or refusal of this order).
If the order can be completed, the client pays for it and then receives the parcel.
Otherwise (timeout or order refused), the client ﬁlls in a feedback form. As far
as the management lane is concerned, the ﬁrst task aims at verifying whether the
goods ordered by the client are available. If they are not available, then the order
is canceled; otherwise, the order is conﬁrmed. The order management takes care
of the payment of the order whereas the delivery lane is triggered to prepare the
parcel to be delivered by a drone. This process exhibits diﬀerent kinds of gateways, probabilities for choice gateways, stochastic functions for time associated
to tasks, a loop (Search products task), and unbalanced structures (for the eventbased gateways used in the client lane and the exclusive gateway after the initial
availability check).
To simplify the exposition of the running example (Figure 2), the delays in
all ﬂows are set to 0 and the speciﬁcation of the task duration has been placed at
the bottom-left corner of the process description. For instance, the duration of the
Sign in task follows a normal distribution with mean 1 and variance 0.5, and the
Search products task follows a uniform distribution in the interval [3, 30]. Exclusive split gateways are modeled using probabilities associated to outgoing ﬂows.
For instance, notice the exclusive split after the Search products task in the Client
lane of the running example, which has outgoing branches with probabilities 0.6,
0.2, and 0.2, specifying the likelihood of following each corresponding path. All
6

Figure 2: Running example: parcel delivery by drones.

these numbers (durations and probabilities) can be provided by experts or can be
obtained by executing the process in practice on a reasonable period of time (a
few days) and by extracting this information from the generated logs.
The process in Figure 2 relies on employees for parcel packing and drones for
parcel delivery. Notice the small circles at the bottom-right corner of the Prepare
parcel and Deliver parcel tasks, indicating that one instance of the employee resource and another one of the drone resource are required, respectively, for the
tasks completion.
3. From BPMN to Maude
This section presents the encoding of BPMN processes including time and
resources in Maude. The Maude system is chosen as the formal speciﬁcation language and veriﬁcation platform for several reasons. Its language is expressive
enough for specifying all the aspects of BPMN introduced in the former section.
It also oﬀers several rewriting-based tools that are adequate for simulating the
speciﬁcation, and for computing numerical results for timing properties and resource analysis. This section ﬁrst gives an overview of rewriting logic and the
Maude framework. The Maude speciﬁcation of BPMN is then described in two
parts: the encoding of the process structure and the description of the semantics
of the BPMN subset using rewrite rules. The complete Maude implementation is
available online at [11].
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3.1. Rewriting Logic and Maude Overview
Rewriting logic [22] is a logic of change that can naturally deal with state and
with highly nondeterministic concurrent computations. A rewrite logic theory is
a tuple (Σ, E ∪ A, R), where (Σ, E ∪ A) is a membership equational logic [4] theory
with Σ its signature, E a set of conditional equations and sort membership axioms,
A a set of equational axioms (e.g., associativity, commutativity and identity) so
that rewriting is performed modulo A, and R is a set of labeled conditional rules.
Maude [9] is a high-level language and a high-performance interpreter that
supports membership equational logic and rewriting logic speciﬁcation and programming of systems. Thus, Maude integrates an equational style of functional
programming with rewriting logic computation. Thanks to its eﬃcient rewriting
engine and its metalanguage capabilities, Maude turns out to be an excellent tool
for creating executable environments of various logics, models of computation,
theorem provers, or even programming languages.
A functional speciﬁcation must be terminating, conﬂuent, and sort-decreasing.
Computation in a functional module is accomplished by using the equations as
simpliﬁcation rules from left to right until a canonical form is found. Some
equations, such as those expressing the commutativity of binary operators, are
—however— not terminating. Nonetheless, they are supported by means of operator attributes, so that Maude performs simpliﬁcation modulo the equational
theories provided by such attributes, which can be associativity (assoc), commutativity (comm), identity (id), and idempotency (idem). The above properties must
therefore be understood in the more general context of simpliﬁcation modulo such
equational theories.
In Maude, a distributed system is axiomatized by a rewrite theory describing
its states as an algebraic data type (an equational sub-speciﬁcation) and a collection of conditional rewrite rules specifying its behavior. Rewrite rules are written
crl [l] : t => t� if C , with l the rule label, t and t� terms, and C a guard or condition. Rewrite speciﬁcations are not required to be terminating nor conﬂuent.
Rules describe the local, concurrent transitions that are possible in the system,
i.e., when a part of the system state ﬁts the pattern t, then it can be replaced by the
corresponding instantiation of t� . The guard C acts as a blocking precondition: a
conditional rule can only be ﬁred if its condition is satisﬁed. Sometimes rules are
given without label or condition (which can be assumed to be true).
In the Maude language, object-oriented systems can be speciﬁed by objectoriented modules in which classes and subclasses are declared, with the usual
support for inheritance, dynamic binding, etc. A class is declared with syntax
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class C | a1 : S 1 , . . . , an : S n , where C is the name of the class, ai are attribute identiﬁers, and S i are the sorts of the corresponding attributes. The objects of a class
C are then record-like structures of the form < O : C | a1 : v1 , . . . , an : vn >, where
O is the name of the object and vi are the current values of its attributes.
In a concurrent object-oriented system, the concurrent state, which is called a
conﬁguration, consist of a multiset of objects and messages. Rewrite rules then
deﬁne transitions between such conﬁgurations. These transitions represent the
diﬀerent actions that may occur in the system. For instance, there will be rules
modeling the eﬀects of events, or the synchronous and asynchronous communication events of objects and messages. The general form of a rewrite rule r is the
following:

crl [r] :
< O1 : C1 | atts1 > ... < On : Cn | attsn >
M1 ... Mm
=> < Oi1 : Ci�1 | atts�i1 > ... < Oik : Ci�k | atts�ik >
��
��
< Q1 : C1�� | atts��
1 > ... < Q p : C p | atts p >
�
�
M1 ... Mq
if Cond .

where
• r is the rule label,
• M1 ...Mm and M1� ...Mq� are messages,
• O1 ...On and Q1 ...Q p are object identiﬁers,
• C1 ...Cn , Ci�1 ...Ci�k and C1�� ...C ��p are classes, i1 ...ik is a subset of 1...n, and
• Cond is a Boolean condition (the rule’s guard).
The result of applying such a rule is that:
• messages M1 ...Mm disappear, i.e., they are consumed,
• the state, and possibly the classes of objects Oi1 ...Oik may change,
• all the other objects O j vanish,
• new objects Q1 ...Q p are created, and
• new messages M1� ...Mq� are created, i.e., they are sent.
The real-time aspects are modeled using Real-Time Maude [27], which supports the formal speciﬁcation and analysis of real-time systems. Speciﬁcally, RealTime Maude provides a sort Time to model the time domain, which in this work is
assumed to be dense (i.e., represented as rational numbers). Then, given a system
conﬁguration and a time amount, time elapse is modeled with tick rules like
crl [l] :

{ t, T } => { t� , T + τ } if C .
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where t and t� are system states, T is the global time, and τ is a term of sort
Time that denotes the duration of the rewrite, and that aﬀects the global time
elapse. Since tick rules aﬀect the global time, in Real-Time Maude time elapse is
usually modeled by one single tick rule and the system dynamic behavior by instantaneous transitions [27]. Although there are other sampling strategies, in the
most convenient one this single tick rule models time elapse by using two functions: the delta function, that deﬁnes the eﬀect of time elapse over every model
element; and the mte (maximal time elapse) function, that deﬁnes the maximum
amount of time that can elapse before any action is performed. Then, time advances non-deterministically by any amount τ, which must be less than or equal
to the maximum time elapse of the system.
Note that the above is a general form for the tick rules. As it will be seen
in the following sections, the concrete representation of states and global time
depend on the concrete system speciﬁcation. This simple approach allows for
having multiple clocks and timers, and model the diﬀerent real-time events that
could happen in the system quite naturally.
3.2. Process Description
In the Maude speciﬁcation of BPMN, a process is represented as an object
with sets of ﬂows and nodes as attributes. Nodes can be of ﬁve diﬀerent types:
start, end, task, split, or merge. The representation of each of these types of elements includes the necessary information. A task node involves an identiﬁer, a
description, two ﬂow identiﬁers (input and output), a stochastic function modeling
its duration (0 if there is no duration), a set of resources required for its execution,
and a set of messages to be delivered after its completion. A split node includes a
node identiﬁer, a gateway type (exclusive, parallel, inclusive, or event-based), an
input ﬂow identiﬁer, and a set of output ﬂow identiﬁers. A merge node includes a
node identiﬁer, a gateway type, a set of input ﬂow identiﬁers, and an output ﬂow
identiﬁer. The representation of a ﬂow includes a probability distribution function
specifying its delay, a message produced by a task that blocks the ﬂow until the
message is received, and a timer representing a delay after which the execution
can be triggered.
Figure 3 gives an excerpt of the representation for the running example. It
shows how a Process object has attributes with the deﬁnition of its nodes and
ﬂows connecting them. For example, the exclusive split g2 has as incoming ﬂow
cf4 and outgoing ﬂows cf5, cf6, and cf7, with associated probabilities 0.6, 0.2,
and 0.2, respectively. As another example, the event-based split gate g3 has as
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< pid : Process |
nodes : (start(initial, cf1),
merge(g1, exclusive, (cf2, cf5), cf3),
split(g2, exclusive, cf4, ((cf5, 0.6) (cf6, 0.2) (cf7, 0.2))),
split(g3, eventbased, cf8, (cf9, cf10, cf11)),
task(t10, "Prepare parcel", mf7, df1, Norm(5.0, 4.0), employee, empty),
task(t11, "Deliver parcel", df1, df2, Unif(5.0, 30.0), drone, parceldelivered),
...),
flows : (flow(cf1, 0),
flow(cf9, 0, message(orderconfirmed, "Order confirmed")),
flow(cf10, 0, message(ordercanceled, "Order canceled")),
flow(cf11, 0, timer(timeout, 60)),
...) >

Figure 3: Running example: representation in Maude of the parcel delivery process.

incoming ﬂow cf8 and outgoing ﬂows cf9, cf10, and cf11. These ﬂows are deﬁned
in the set of ﬂows.
The transformation from the BPMN diagrammatic representation of processes
into the corresponding Maude representation is automated by an extension of the
VBPMN platform [18].
3.3. Execution semantics
The operational semantics of BPMN is deﬁned using rewrite rules, modeling
how tokens evolve through a process, thus deﬁning the execution semantics of
BPMN. Each observable action is modeled as a rewrite rule. For instance, when a
token arrives at a parallel split gateway, the token corresponding to the incoming
ﬂow is removed, and one token is added for each outgoing ﬂow. Technically,
rewrite rules operate on systems composed of a process object and a simulation
object.
Simulation object. While the process object introduced in Section 3.2 represents
the BPMN process and does not change during an execution, the simulation object
keeps information on the execution of the process. It stores a collection of tokens
(in a scheduler, see below), a global time (gtime), a set of events (messages and
timers), and a set of resources. It also keeps track of the quantities being measured
during the analysis of a process. Figure 4 presents the structure of the Simulation
object.
Tokens. Tokens are used to represent the evolution of the workﬂow under execution. A token is represented as a term token(TId, Id, T). Since several executions
are simultaneously happening, each execution has a unique identiﬁer, and tokens
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< s : Simulation | tokens : ...,
gtime : ...,
resources : ...,
events : ...,
process-execs : ....,
sync-times : ...,
task-times : ...,
... >

----------------------

scheduler
global time
resource set
event set
execution times
synchronization times
task execution times

Figure 4: Representation of the Simulation object.

are identiﬁed by the execution instance TId they belong to, and the ﬂow or node Id
they are attached to. The expression T represents a timer, of sort Time, modeling
a delay on the token. Once this timer becomes 0, the token may be consumed.
Scheduling. Tokens are stored in a scheduler implemented as a priority queue,
so that they are kept according to their due time. However, even with its timer
set to 0, the token at the front may be not enough to ﬁre some action. Consider,
for example, a task that requires some resource that is not available or a parallel
merge for which some incoming ﬂow is not yet active. To avoid blocking situations, the scheduler is provided with a shifting mechanism, which moves the ﬁrst
active token to the front of the scheduler in case the current head cannot ﬁre the
corresponding action. This scheduler is similar to those used in typical discrete
event simulations.
Events. A message event may be associated to a ﬂow, and the ﬂow is blocked
until the message is received. A timer event may be associated to a ﬂow and has
a delay as parameter. When the ﬂow of execution arrives at a timer event, its
countdown is started: once the countdown is completed, the token moves to the
outgoing ﬂow. Both message and timer events are usually associated to eventbased gateways, but it is not necessarily the case (see, e.g., the initial ﬂow for the
order management lane in the process in Figure 2). Asynchronous events are modeled using an event set in the Simulation object. When a message is dispatched, a
corresponding event is added to the set. Flows and gateways that are waiting for
speciﬁc messages use this set to check whether the messages have arrived.
Resources. Each resource is represented with an identiﬁer, the number of
available replicas (initially the total number), the total amount of time this resource
has been in use, and the intervals of time on which it was used. These two last
parameters are required for analysis purposes only. When a task requires several
resources, it atomically uses all of them at once, or waits for them to become
available.
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1 crl [startProc] :
2
< PId : Process | nodes : (start(NId, FId), Nodes),
3
flows : (flow(FId, SE), Flows),
4
Atts >
5
< SId : Simulation | tokens : (token(TId, NId, 0) Tks), ... Atts1 >
6
< CId : Counter | counter : N >
7
=> < PId : Process | nodes : (start(NId, FId), Nodes),
8
flows : (flow(FId, SE), Flows),
9
Atts >
10
< SId : Simulation | tokens : insert(Tks, token(TId, FId, T’)), ... Atts1 >
11
< CId : Counter | counter : N’ >
if {T’, N’} := eval(SE, N) .
12

Figure 5: Start event processing.

Workloads. Simulation-based analysis techniques are typically parameterized
by the workload that represents the way a system is used. They deﬁne the rate at
which new instances of a given process are executed. Currently, closed workloads
can be handled by specifying the number of executions and the rate at which
executions are started, that is, their inter-arrival times. Both the number and the
rate are speciﬁed as stochastic expressions.
Rewrite rules for BPMN constructs. Rewriting rules represent how tokens
evolve through the process and events are ﬁred, thus deﬁning the execution semantics of BPMN. Each action supported by the system is modeled as a rewrite
rule. These rules are overviewed in the rest of this section to gather an intuition
on the formal semantics (see [11] for the complete speciﬁcation).
Start/end events. Figure 5 depicts the rule for the start event. When there is a
token in the execution TId in the start node NId with delay 0 (note the token at the
front of the scheduler in the Simulation object in line 5), then this rule generates a
new token on the outgoing ﬂow of the selected node to initiate the execution of a
process instance (line 10). The insert function puts this token in the scheduler and
the eval function evaluates the stochastic expression SE specifying the delay of
the outgoing ﬂow FId to be assigned to the new token. Details on the initialization
of time stamps and recorded times for the initiated execution have been replaced
by ellipses. A termination rule, associated to stop events, consumes tokens when
they arrive at those events.
Tasks. A task execution is modeled with two rules. The ﬁrst rule, the initTask rule shown in Figure 6, represents the task initiation, which is applied when
a token with zero time is available for the incoming ﬂow (line 5). If all the re13
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rl [initTask] :
< PId : Process |
nodes : (task(NId, TaskName, FId1, FId2, SE, RIds, SEI), Nodes), Atts >
< SId : Simulation |
tokens : (token(TId, FId1, 0) Tks),
task-tstamps : TTSs, gtime : T, resources : Rs, Atts1 >
< CId : Counter | counter : N >
=> if allResourcesAvailable(RIds, Rs)
then < PId : Process |
nodes : (task(NId, TaskName, FId1, FId2, SE, RIds, SEI), Nodes), Atts >
< SId : Simulation |
tokens : insert(Tks, token(TId, NId, time(eval(SE, N)))),
task-tstamps : if TTSs[TId][NId] == undefined
then insert(TId, insert(NId, T, TTSs[TId]), TTSs)
else TTSs
fi,
---- for loops, stamps get overwritten
gtime : T,
resources : grabResources&updateTime(RIds, Rs, time(eval(SE, N)), T), Atts1 >
< CId : Counter | counter : int(eval(SE, N)) >
else ...
---- if necessary, the scheduler is updated
fi .

Figure 6: Task initiation rule.

sources required by this task are available, which is checked with the allResourcesAvailable function (line 8), then a new token is generated with the task identiﬁer
and the task duration (line 12). Otherwise, the scheduler’s token shifting mechanism is invoked (line 20). If available, all required resources are removed from
the set of resources, and the time those resources have been in use is updated
(grabResources&updateTime function, line 18). Since all auxiliary functions in
the right-hand side of the initTask rule are deﬁned equationally, the checking and
grabbing of resources are performed atomically, without introducing any blocking
issues. Note also that rules update the information on execution times, task durations, etc. (see, e.g., the update of the task-tstamps attribute, lines 13-16). This
information is important for analysis purposes, as it will be seen in Section 4.
A second rule, which models task completion, is triggered when there is a
token for that task with zero time. In that case, the token is consumed and a new
one is generated for the outgoing ﬂow. All resources are released, and all the
message events associated to that task, if any, are added to the events set.
Exclusive gateways. There are two rules for the exclusive gateways, namely,
one for the split and one for the merge. The rule for the split applies when a token
with zero time is available on its incoming ﬂow. A uniformly sampled probability
distribution is used to choose the branch to be executed. The newly created token
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is assigned with its run-to-completion time generated by evaluating the stochastic
expression associated to the chosen outgoing ﬂow—this is actually the case every
time a new token is added for a ﬂow. The exclusive merge gateway is triggered
when one of its incoming ﬂows has a token with zero time. In that case, a new
token is generated, assigned to the outgoing ﬂow, and added to the scheduler.
Parallel gateways. The parallel split gateway rule is triggered when a token
with zero time corresponding to the input ﬂow is available. If so, the token is
consumed and one token is added to each of its outgoing ﬂows. The merge rule
for the parallel gateway is executed when there is a token with zero time for each
incoming branch. In that case, these tokens are removed and a new token is generated for the outgoing ﬂow. In the merge rule, synchronization times are also
updated.
Inclusive gateways. The split rule applies when a token with zero time is
available at the incoming ﬂow. Since all outgoing branches are equipped with
probabilities, a function in charge of computing the subset of branches to be triggered is invoked. For each one of the selected branches, a new token is added
to the scheduler. Regarding merge gateways, both BPMN 1.0 and 2.0 semantics
are supported in this research. In BPMN 2.0, merge inclusive gateways behave
like exclusive ones. The 1.0 version of the semantics is more involved [8], since
the merge rule for the inclusive gateway is executed when all the expected tokens
are available with zero time. This requires a global analysis. To check whether
all expected tokens have arrived, a backwards traversal that explores the process
upstream and checks whether there are tokens on their way to that merge is performed. In both cases, once the merge gateway is triggered, the incoming tokens
are removed, a new token is added to the scheduler for the outgoing ﬂow, and
simulation information is updated with synchronization times.
Event-based gateways. When a token arrives at an event-based split gateway,
the token is made active with its optional timer. In that rule, if there is an outgoing ﬂow with a timer, an event is added with the corresponding time to the set
of available events. Two additional rules handle the possible cases. If there is an
outgoing ﬂow with a message in the set of events, then that branch can be activated and one token is added for that ﬂow. This behavior is formalized with the
splitGatewayEventBased rule shown in Figure 7, where an event msg(MId) is in the
events set and MId is the message associated to the ﬂow FId1, which is one of the
outgoing ﬂows of the split NId. A second rule handles the case in which none of
the expected messages is in the set of events, but there is at least one timer for
which the time has expired. In this situation, a token is added to the outgoing ﬂow
corresponding to that timer.
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1 rl [splitGatewayEventBased-msg] :
2
< PId : Process |
3
nodes : (split(NId, eventbased, FId, (FId1, FIds)), Nodes),
4
flows : (flow(FId1, SE, message(MId, MD)), Flows),
5
Atts >
6
< SId : Simulation |
7
tokens : (token(TId, NId, 0) Tks),
---- token is at gateway
8
events : ((TId |-> (msg(MId), Evs)), ME),
---- message is available
9
Atts1 >
10
< CId : Counter | counter : N >
11 => < PId : Process |
12
nodes : (split(NId, eventbased, FId, (FId1, FIds)), Nodes),
13
flows : (flow(FId1, SE, message(MId, MD)), Flows),
14
Atts >
15
< SId : Simulation |
---- put token in the corresponding outgoing flow
16
tokens : insert(Tks, (token(TId, FId1, time(eval(SE, N))))),
17
events : ((TId |-> removeTimer(FIds, Flows, Evs)), ME), ---- remove timer
18
Atts1 >
19
< CId : Counter | counter : (N + int(eval(SE, N))) > .

Figure 7: Event-based split gateway: one message available.

Loops and unbalanced workﬂows. The modeling of the BPMN execution semantics using tokens and their circulation through the process structure supports
intricate constructs such as loops and unbalanced workﬂows. As far as looping
behavior is concerned, a token may circulate back to an already visited ﬂow without any additional treatment. Similarly, tokens can advance through ﬂows that are
part of balanced or unbalanced gateways, independently of their structure.
4. Resource Allocation Analysis
This section illustrates how resource allocation analysis can be performed with
the proposed approach using the running example. It also includes a discussion on
how the analysis can help in reﬁning and improving resource allocation. Specifically, given the process description, a speciﬁcation of resources and a workload,
the experiments illustrate how information on execution times and resource usage
is collected. This information is used to ﬁnd the optimal allocation of resources
that minimizes costs and execution times relative to an optimization goal. The
interested reader is referred to [11] for further details on the experiments carried
out on the running example.
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4.1. Properties
The BPMN subset encoded in Maude is quite expressive and several kinds
of properties can be computed, including timing and resource-based properties.
These properties are meaningful when executing multiple instances of a process
that compete for the shared resources. As for timing properties, the approach
presented in this paper allows the computation of average execution times (AET)
of a process, its variance (Var), and the average synchronization time (AST) for
merge gateways, representing the time elapse from the arrival of the ﬁrst token
through one of its incoming ﬂows to its activation. Synchronization times make
sense only for parallel and BPMN 1.0 inclusive gateways, since there is no waiting
nor synchronization time for the other gateways.
As far as resource-based properties are concerned, which is the main focus in
this work, the following properties are computed:
• The global time usage of all instances of each resource R (GTUR ). E.g.,
when executing 10 instances of a process P, with an AET of 42, it is possible
that the two instances of a resource A are used for 56 time units and the three
instances of resource B for 60 time units.
• The expression GTU1R denotes the average GTU of resource R (i.e., the GTU
per instance of resource R). Thus, although in the previous example GTUB
is greater than GTUA , GTU1A is 28 and GTU1B is 20.
• The average usage percentage UPR for a resource R over the global execution time. E.g., continuing with the running example, in average, an instance
of the resource A is used 24% of the global execution time when executing
200 instances of a process P.
To verify these properties, Maude rewriting capabilities are used in order to
simulate and extract analysis results on a given BPMN process. The simulation
object presented in Section 3 is used to accumulate information of synchronization times, task duration, and resource usage. At the end of all executions, these
results are used for computing the expected average times and resource usage
percentages. Since the analyzed processes are assumed syntactically correct and
processes that may lead to non-terminating analysis are not considered (e.g., loops
without end events), the veriﬁcation process always terminates. This is the case
because all splits are probabilistic, and time duration and probabilities assigned
to the branches respect speciﬁc assumptions (e.g., all probabilities are between 0
and 1, they sum up to 1 in exclusive branches, and times are positive).
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Num.
inst.
100
200
400
800
1600

AET Var ASTg8 ASTee
107
160
301
550
910

190
37
213
4
56

70
81
107
156
250

57
108
252
501
862

Total
time
327
599
1202
2367
4263

GTUe GTU1e
316 158
506 253
1202 601
1978 989
4005 2003

Resources
UPe GTUd
48 852
42 1665
43 3493
42 6953
47 12648

GTU1d

UPd
284
87
555
93
1164 97
2318 98
4216 99

Anal.
time
6s
30s
225s
1748s
11828s

Table 1: Experimental results for the running example (2 employees, 3 drones).

4.2. Evaluation
Table 1 summarizes experimental results on execution times and resource usage on the parcel order and delivery example (Section 2). They were carried out
on an iMac with 3,2GHz Intel Core i5 and 8GB of RAM. All simulations were
performed assuming a given workload with a number of instances (ﬁrst column)
and an exponentially distributed interarrival time (λ = 4). Columns 2 to 6 contain,
respectively, the average execution time (AET), its variance (Var), the average
synchronization time for the parallel merge at the end of the delivery process lane
(ASTg8 ), the average synchronization time for the end events (ASTee ), and the
total time to complete the execution of all instances. The next six columns show
results on resource usage for employees and drones—note the use of subindices e
and d for employees and drones, respectively. The ﬁnal column gives the overall
time needed to complete the analysis. All times are logical (time units), except for
the ones in the last column that are given in seconds. Other information, such as
the duration of each task and the synchronization time of each merge gateway is
also collected.
These experiments consist of 100, 200, 400, 800, and 1600 instances for 2
employees and 3 drones. Note that the average execution and synchronization
times clearly increase with the number of instances. This is because the more
tokens compete for resources, the more time it takes to execute the process and
for the tokens to reach the synchronization points. Note the relationship between
AET and ASTee times, showing an unbalance between the three lanes: the client
lane terminates earlier than the two other lanes, which exhibit a bottleneck because
of the demand on the resources.
The global time (GTU) for each or all the instances increases with the number of executed instances. These times are particularly interesting because they
can be materialized as costs (e.g., cost of a resource, salary of an employee/all
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employees). In relation with usage percentage (UP), the results indicate that the
employees are "underused" since they work around 40% of the time, in contrast to
the drones that are constantly busy and used about 90% of the time for delivering
parcels. This may suggest an inappropriate allocation of resources. It is worth observing that, although the number of instances clearly aﬀects all computed times,
the results for resource usage (UP) are quite stable and a small number of instances
is enough for obtaining a good approximation of these percentages.
Resource allocation impacts execution times (AET) and resource usage (UP)
of a process. Figure 8 focuses on average execution time and depicts the results
when the number of employees and drones vary for a ﬁxed number of executions
(400). The objective here is to reduce the average execution time for completing
the process: the quicker the parcel is delivered, the more satisﬁed the client is. It
can be observed that, independently of the number of employees, execution times
are not satisfactory with 1 or 2 drones (between 400 and 800 time units). The time
becomes reasonable for more than 3 drones (less than 300 time units) and tends
to stabilize. It is also worth noting that, given its low usage rate, the number of
employees does not impact signiﬁcantly the execution time. For more than six
drones, only going from one to two employees makes a signiﬁcant impact in the
AET values.

Figure 8: Running example (400 instances): average execution time.

Figure 9 gives a diﬀerent point of view of resource usage by concentrating on
each resource instance. Figure 9 (left) shows that employees are close to 100%
usage only if there is 1 or 2 instances of that resource and at least 4 or 8 drones,
respectively. If the number of employees increases, the usage percentage quickly
drops, reaching a low level (e.g., 14% for 4 employees and 2 drones). This per19

centage slightly increases with the number of drone instances (e.g., 34% for 4
employees and 5 drones), but remains low (around 30%). Figure 9 (right) shows
that the drone usage is always quite high whatever the number of employees is.
With only 1 or 2 drones, the usage percentage is almost at 100% and slightly
decreases with 4 drones. When there are 6 drones and 1 employee, the percentage is still about 60%. Another interesting fact is that the number of employees
barely impacts the drone usage percentage. For example, with 4 drones, the usage
percentage is around 90% for any number of employees (varying from 1 to 10).

Figure 9: Running example (400 instances): average usage percentage per employee (left) and
drone (right).

4.3. Optimal Resource Allocation
The collected data on execution times and resource usage can be used to compute the optimal allocation of resources for the running example. Given the data
represented in Figures 8 and 9, an optimization problem can be expressed as follows. Given expressions fcost and faet representing the normalized functions
for drone and employee cost (per time unit) and for average execution time, and
given wi with i ∈ {cost, aet} their respective weights, the following multi-objective
optimization problem
�
min
wi fi (x),
x∈X

i∈{cost, aet}

for which Pareto optimal solutions are required, can be solved. For instance,
assuming that the cost per hour of a drone and an employee is 20e and 50e,
respectively, Figure 10 depicts normalized costs and average execution times. If
the preference is to minimize delivery time, speciﬁed by, say, weights wcost =
20

0.4 and waet = 0.6, the best solution would be the one marked in the ﬁgure,
representing the combination of 3 employees and 8 drones.

Figure 10: Cost vs. average execution time.

Table 2 shows the results of the simulations for the running example, with
3 employees and 8 drones. If the results in Tables 1 and 2 are compared, an
improvement in all aspects can be observed, as expected. Speciﬁcally, average
execution times keep variance values and synchronization times at lower rates.
With this new assignment of resources, AETs have dropped signiﬁcantly. E.g.,
from 910 to 302 for the 1600-instances case. The total time has similarly been
reduced in all cases, e.g., from 4263 down to 1627 in the 1600-instances case.
To conclude, this improvement is a consequence of a more balanced use of the
assigned resources. Employees are now used in the range 31%-77% of their time
(whereas they were in the range 42%-48% with the previous assignment). The
load for drones has slightly dropped, as a consequence of the better balanced load
of employees and drones.
Num.
inst.
100
200
400
800
1600

AET Var ASTg8 ASTee
66
73
109
181
302

18
0.3
67
7
0.4

69
76
102
156
252

18
27
63
135
254

Total
time
243
232
460
873
1627

GTUe GTU1e
228
76
434 145
865 288
1840 613
3764 1255

Resources
UPe GTUd
31 884
62 1443
63 3271
70 6540
77 12545

Anal.
GTU1d UPd time
111 45 4s
180 78 18s
409 89 138s
817 94 1060s
1568 96 7946s

Table 2: Experimental results for the running example (3 employees, 8 drones).
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4.4. Search-Based Optimization
The analysis performed in the previous section requires the analysis of all
possible combinations of numbers of resource instances. In the example in the
previous section, the analysis was performed for the range [1..10] for both employees and drones. Considering more resources and wider ranges the analysis
could be very costly.
It is a classical optimization problem and it can be solved by embedding the
above-mentioned techniques for evaluating a speciﬁc resource assignment into
some of the heuristic-based search optimization techniques. The possibility of
using the techniques in the previous section into a simple gradient descent is illustrated next. Gradient descent is intended for ﬁnding local minimum (respectively,
maximum) values starting from a speciﬁc point. After analyzing the function in
the neighbouring points, the one with greatest value change is identiﬁed. Since
the goal is to ﬁnd a local minimum, the smallest value is chosen. If none of the
neighbours is smaller, then the actual point is a local minimum.
By using the gradient descent algorithm on the running example, starting from
the assignment (employee �→ 4, drone �→ 4), and using the optimization function
and values in Section 4.3, the optimal solution can be found by following the sequence (4, 4) −→ (3, 5) −→ (2, 6) −→ (2, 7) −→ (3, 8). The values for which the
optimization function is computed by our search function and the corresponding
evaluations is depicted in Table 3. When compared to the analysis in Section 4.3,
only 27 combinations were analyzed, instead of the 100 combinations analyzed
above. More importantly, this dynamic search enables the exploration of greater
search spaces. However, notice that this is a local minimum. A more sophisticated
search algorithm may be required to ﬁnd a global minimum, such as annealing or
genetic algorithms.
4.5. Additional Examples
The BPMN process depicted in Figure 11 describes the recruitment process in
an enterprise. This process shows how a candidate must ﬁll in a hiring form, carry
on a medical checkup, and in some cases apply for visa. Once the documentation
is submitted, it is checked by the human resources oﬃce, which can decide to
accept, reject or request additional documentation. If accepted, the candidate is
informed, an assistant is in charge of preparing a welcome kit, and the technical
staﬀ is in charge of including the corresponding data in the enterprise’s DB.
In this example, there are three resources modeled, namely human resources,
the assistants, and the technical staﬀ. The execution of the gradient descent algorithm on the recruitment example, starting from the assignment (hr �→ 3, assistant �→
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1
1
2
3
4
Employees
5
6
7
8
9
10

2

3

4

0,560
0,514 0,621
0,622 0,685
0,626 0,731

Drones
5
6
0,591 0,591
0,492 0,467
0,508 0,480
0,653 0,527
0,603

7
0,567
0,425
0,464
0,461

8
9
0,687
0,428 0,446
0,420 0,528
0,508 0,466

10

Table 3: Computation using the gradient descent search algorithm (starting with the assignment
(employee �→ 4, drone �→ 4)).

3, technicalstaﬀ �→ 3), using the optimization function and values in Section 4.3,
with costs (per hour) (hr �→ 50, assistant �→ 25, technicalstaﬀ �→ 35), a local
optimal solution is found by following the sequence
(3, 3, 3) −→ (4, 3, 3) −→ (4, 3, 2) −→ (4, 3, 1) −→ (5, 3, 1) −→ (5, 2, 1).
If the range [1..10] is considered, then only 63 assignments are analyzed instead
of 10 × 10 × 10 cases.
The BPMN process depicted in Figure 12 describes a visa application process.
The visa requester must provide a scanned copy of her passport and pay certain
fees. The scanned passport is checked by an employee. If everything is all right,
the visa is granted and delivered to the requester.
In this example, there are two resources modeled, namely the employee and
the visa printer. Note that the task Deliver visa requires an instance of each of
the resources. The execution of the gradient descent algorithm on the visa application example, starting from the assignment (employee �→ 1, printer �→ 5),
using the optimization function and values in Section 4.3, with costs (per hour)
(employee �→ 50, printer �→ 5), a local optimal solution is found by following the
sequence
(1, 5) −→ (2, 5) −→ (2, 4) −→ (2, 3) −→ (2, 2) −→ (2, 1).
If the range [1..10] is considered, then 24 assignments are analyzed instead of
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Figure 11: BPMN process of the recruitment example.

10 × 10 cases.
5. Related Work
Resource allocation—including optimization, allocation constraints, and optimal schedule allocation—has been extensively explored for the business process domain from several formal methods approaches. Schömig and Rau [32]
use colored stochastic Petri nets to specify and analyze business processes in the
presence of dynamic routing, simultaneous resource allocation, forking/joining of
process-control threads, and priority-based queueing. In their work, each resource
is equipped with properties grouped in a role deﬁning if the resource is eligible
to perform a certain activity. Li et al. [19] introduce multidimensional workﬂow
nets to model and analyze resource availability and workload. Oliveira et al. [25]
use generalized stochastic Petri nets for correctness veriﬁcation and performance
evaluation of business processes. In their work, an activity can be associated to
multiple roles and the completion of an activity can use a portion of the resources
available to a role. They also propose metrics for evaluating process performance
such as: the minimum number of resources needed for a role in order to complete
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Figure 12: BPMN process of the visa example

a process, the expected number of activity instances when completing a process
under the assumption of suﬃcient resources, and the expected activity response
time.
The problem of understanding how bounded resources can impact the behavior
of a process is approached by Netjes et al. by using colored Petri nets [24]. They
introduce the notion of “ﬂexible resource allocation” as a way to assign resources
associated to a given role based on priorities. Havur et al. study the problem of resource allocation in business processes management systems where resources can
be assigned constraints (e.g., time of availability) and have dependencies. Their
technique is based on the answer set programming formalism and is capable of
deriving optimal schedules. More recently, Sperl et al. [33] describe a stochastic
method for quantifying resource utilization relative to structural properties of the
processes and historical executions.
The work presented in this paper can encompass most of the speciﬁcation and
analysis features in [32, 19, 25, 5, 33] for BPMN. The rewriting logic speciﬁcation
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presented here can be used to specify and verify resource availability and workload, several related measures, and the impact of bounded resources on a process
behavior. Despite the fact that the main focus of this paper has been on resource
allocation analysis and its optimization, the underlying rewriting logic semantics can simultaneously be a testbed for integrating and combining several types
of mechanical formal analysis techniques such as algorithmic-based LTL model
checking and statistical veriﬁcation. Features such as multiple roles associated to
an activity, ﬂexible resource allocation, dependencies among the resources, and
the use of historical data can be extensions of the present work.
There is also signiﬁcant eﬀort in the research community aimed at providing
formal semantics and veriﬁcation techniques for business processes using diﬀerent formalisms, with Petri nets and process algebra as the preferred formalisms
by most of them (see, e.g., [6, 10, 31]). [6] presents a business process monitoring platform that relies on the ProM mining tool and Petri nets tools for verifying
synchronization, sojourn and waiting times. Raedts et al. [31] translate BPMN
processes into Petri nets and use model checkers to analyze invariants such as
deadlock freedom. The authors of [35] present a formal semantics for BPMN
by an encoding into the process algebra CSP. They show in [36] how such a semantics can be used to verify compatibility between business participants in a
collaboration. There is a further extension in [37] to propose a timed semantics
of BPMN with delays. In [7, 23, 21], the focus is on the semantics formalized
in [35, 37] by proposing an automated transformation from BPMN to timed CSP,
as well as composition veriﬁcation techniques for checking properties using the
FDR2 model checker. Poizat et al. [30] present an encoding of an untimed subset
of BPMN into the LNT process algebra for supporting the analysis of process evolution. [14] presents an early attempt to represent BPMN processes enriched with
time features in Maude. This work was extended in [13] to provide automated veriﬁcation of stochastic properties such as expected processing and synchronization
times. Compared to these related works, the executable speciﬁcation in rewriting logic presented in Section 3 can be seen as a semantic framework for BPMN,
yet it is not the primary goal of this paper. The main diﬀerence with respect to
those works is that the focus here is in the formal speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of
quantitative aspects of processes and their resources.
Several works propose extensions of BPMN with time constructs, see, e.g. [3,
16]. In [16], the authors present Time-BPMN, an extension of BPMN to represent various constraints and dependencies that may arise when modelling business
processes. The temporal constraints are used to control the beginning/end of an
activity, whereas temporal dependencies involve two activities and indicate the
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relationship between their respective beginning/end. In [3], a metamodel-based
approach to integrate temporal constraints and dependencies is introduced. The
time aspects are speciﬁed using rules and OCL constraints capture the semantics
of these rules. [16] introduces time as a ﬁrst class citizen to the BPMN standard
whereas [3] proposes an MDE-based approach that enrich the existing BPMN
control-ﬂow graph model. In comparison, the goal in the present paper was not
to extend the BPMN notation to take expressive modeling of time constraints into
account, but to rely on usual time representation (duration of task and ﬂow) and
concentrate on the analysis of key timing properties in these models.
The expected processing time, the expected synchronization time for merge
gateways, and other similar measures have been considered by some authors to
evaluate deployed processes by, e.g., collecting timestamps from logs (see, e.g.,
[1, 2, 6]). Task duration has been speciﬁed using literal values in [5, 6, 26] and
probabilities have been used to specify the likelihood of branching in [5, 26].
Inclusive gateways are only supported in [5, 20, 30] and loops only in [15, 26, 29].
The goal in most of these works is, however, quite diﬀerent. Overall, Oliveira et
al. [26] possibly have the closest approach to the one presented in this paper: task
durations and probabilities for exclusive branching can be speciﬁed, and loops
and continuous time are considered. However, they cannot specify durations with
stochastic expressions and do not perform analysis on shared resources.
6. Conclusion
This paper presented a solution to the problem of formal modeling and mechanical analysis of resource allocation for BPMN processes. The approach relies on the rewriting logic semantic framework and uses the Maude system (and
language) to stochastically simulate multiple concurrent executions of a process
instance that compete for the shared resources. The encoding of the BPMN syntax and execution semantics in rewriting logic supports an expressive subset of
BPMN consisting of: activity and collaboration diagrams, several types of gateways, timed ﬂows and tasks, probabilities for exclusive and inclusive split gateways, unbalanced workﬂows, and looping behavior. A main contribution of this
work is to demonstrate how several properties of interest on resource allocation
can be automatically analyzed, including resource charge over time and usage
percentage for each resource replica. This paper also showed how the optimal
allocation of resources can be computed by formulating a multi-objective optimization problem. The approach was validated on several examples, including
real-world processes with large workloads.
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As far as future work is concerned, a ﬁrst perspective is to move from design
time to runtime. The idea would be to dynamically adjust the amount of resources
depending on the evolution of the workload. It is worth noting that this runtime
solution would apply in some speciﬁc cases only when resources are available
and could be used on-demand. A second perspective aims at using the results
of the analysis proposed in this paper to address refactoring issues of a process
in order to make it more eﬃcient. As an example, the analysis may emphasize
the unnecessary use of certain gateways resulting in bottlenecks in the execution.
Ideally, the ultimate goal would be to have such a refactoring process as automated
as possible for simplifying this optimization task.
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